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Thumbnail history sketch 
shows school was 2nd choice 
Degrees to 155, 4 7 MA's, today 
·---~ 
''Challenge to freedom'' 
Presented by Dr. Bietz -This is our own-our "Alma Mater!" 
The bill providing for a Normal~----------------­
School at Ellensburg was introduc- " Business as usual" 
ed by Senator Eugene Wilson of . h t E + 
this city and was signed by the ',' .0me a as ern 
governor on March 28, 1890, six EASTERN WASHINGTON COL-
days after he had approved a sim- LEGE OF EDUCATION, CHE-
ilar bill for setting up a Normal NEY, The new summer posts ses~ 
School at Cheney. Neither act made sion inaugurated Aug . 3, at Easf-
any provision for funds to build or ern Washington College of Educa~ 
to operate such a school. tion got underway with 240 full~ 
Cheney people went ahead re- I time students enrolled- twice the 
gardless, raised money locally, do- amount anticipated, registration of-
nated a n old academy building to ficia ls said today. 
the State, and opened their Nor- No more than 15 or 20 students 
mal School in September, 1890. could be accommodated under the 
The Ellensburg trustees were more present program, officials said. 
Cadet Robert White 
becomes carrier pilot 
Carrier pilot qualifications on 
board the small aircraft carrier 
USS Monterey in the Gulf of 
Mexico have been completed by 
naval aviation cadet Robert B. 
White, son of Mr. and Mrs. B. M. 
White of Seattle. Cadet White at-
tended Central Washington college, 
prior to enter:ng the naval avia-
tion cadet program through the 
U. S. Naval Air Station, Seattle. 
White is now ready to enter a 
four-month training course in in-
strument flight and in combat 
type aircraft, the final step to 
Navy "Wings of Gold." 
cautious and decided to wait until ---------------------------
State funds were available. Central gets face lifting 
First Appropriation $15,000 
The pr inciple speaker for the summer commencement exercises 
Thursday, August 13, at Cent ral Washington College of Education 
will be Dr . Arthur L. Bietz, a nationally known speaker and member 
of the American Psychological Association. 
There will be approximately 155 students receiving their _degrees 
~t the exercises; 47 of these will receive the master of education 
degree. The commencement services will be held at 7 p.m. in the 
College Auditorium. 
The topic of the address by Dr. Bietz, who is a clinical psycholo-
gist and professor at White Memorial Hospital and School of Medicine, 
Los Angeles, California, will be "The Challenge to Freedom." 
Dr. Bietz is listed in "Who's Who" in American Education; Direc-
tory of the American Psychological Association, W ho Knew Whll.t, 
published by W ho's Who in America. He is also the author of six 
books on psychology. 
Dr. Bietz has done graduate work at t he University of California, 
is a member of the American Psychological Association; of the Ameri-
can Associat ion for the Advancement of Science ; of Theta Phi and 
Phi Chi Phi, scholastic honoraries, and is formerly a member of the 
board of directors of the Los Angeles Psychiatric Service. 
COMMENCEMENT PROGRAM 
President Robert E rvie McConnell, Presiding 
Processional, "Coronation March" -····----------------------------------·--- -Meyerbeer 
Joanne Ellingboe, Organist 
Invocation --- ------ --- ··--·-------- --· ----- ----- ·----------------------·-- ··----Reverend Dan Rueb 
. , F irst Baptist Church, Ellensburg 
"Ah! Moon of My Delight" -----·------- -------------------·------······-----·-Liza Lehmann 
"Kashmiri Song" --------- ------------- ----------··----·-------------- .Amy Woodford-Einden 
Dea.n Gordanier, tenor 
Address, "The Challenge to Freedom" _____ _______________ Dr. Arthur L. Bietz 
Professor and Clinical Psychologist, White Memoria l Hospital 
The legislature of 1891 appro-
priated $15,000 for salaries and op-
erations but no money for a build-
ing. Fortunately Ellensburg had re-
cently erected a public school 
larger than needed at the time and 
the school board offered the trust-
ees several rooms on the second 
floor. This build .ng located about 
where the present Washington 
School is situated was the home 
of the Normal School for three 
years . The opening date was Sep-
tember 6, 1891 and 51 students 
and School of Medicine, Los Angeles 
. Greeting to Class ···-· ----- ·-- ·--·-----------------------·-----------------------------V· J. Bouillon 
Chairman, Board of Trustees 
were enrolled. 
By the end of the school year 
there were 86 from 24 counties but 
nearly half were from Kittitas Val-
ley . 
Benjam in Franklin Barge, a 
school teacher and administrator 
in the Middle West for thirty years, 
was named the first principal. He 
and three others, W. A. Hull, Miss 
Fannie Norris and Miss Rose M. 
Rice were the entire staff the first 
year. 
Wilson Becomes Head 
In his place came William E. 
Familiar signs of r ebuilding have been going on at Sweecy during 
the summer session. "Approximately $5500 worth of construction has 
taken place dur ing this term," stated Mr. Kelly of the building and 
construct ion department. This includes all the new sidewalks, black-
top surfacing, step in front of the Cub, and the new fence around t he 
College Elementary School. 
Presentation of Candidates for Bachelor's Degrees .......... Perry Mitchell 
Registrar 
Presentation of Candidates for Master's Degrees .......... J. Wesley Crum 
Director of Graduate Studies 
Presentation of Degrees ___ _______ ______________ President Robert E . McConnell 
Recessional, "March of the Israelities" -----------------·-----·-------------------·-- --Costa 
Joanne Ellingboe, Organist 
(The audience is asked to r emain in place during the Recessional.) 
Science workshops 
study grade levels 
Wilson, a man of unusually broad 
educational background and exper-
ience. He remained as principal 
until 1916 when for r easons of age 
he was asked to resign. 
In 1893 the legislature appropriat-
ed $60,000 for a building, and by 
September of the year following 
"Normal Hall", (the present Ad-
ministration Building) was ready 
for occupancy. 
The r eason for the necessary building of a fence a round the 
Elementary School playfield is for safety precautions. This will elim-
ina te the children from running over to the parking lot to retrieve ....  
~~~lli. 0 
The cement wall near the new step& .at the Cub will be utilized W 
by the students as a "settee" and for the more economical pur pose 
There has been a growing recog-
nition among the teachers of the 
importance of science in today's 
life. This response to workshops 
in science has led Central to offer 
a workshop each term this sum-
mer; one from June 16 to July 
16 and one from July 17 to August 
15. . 
The central core of the program 
has been the teacher's own pro-
blem concerning techniques and 
selection of materials a nd subject 
matter for the various grade 
levels . With the a id of" the labor-
atory and library facilities of the 
science building, t he excellent di-
rection, and the most advanced 
equipment and methods available 
in the science field , the program 
has been very highly profitable. 
During the fist year of the school 
a t hree-story, mansard-roofed brick 
sized the "professional" aspects of 
t eacher training work and put spe-
cial stress upon psychology and 
pedagogy. 
During Mrs. Wilson's term as 
principal the Training School 
Building, (now the Music Building) 
was erected in 1908 as wer e the 
first and second units of Kamola 
Hall, dormitory for girls in 1911 
and 1915 r espectively. A dining 
hall and a heating plant were add-
ed in 1913 and the Girl's Clubhouse 
which had been leased some years 
before to supplement the dormitory 
at Fifth and Main was purchased. 
This large house was later r emod-
eled several times and eventually 
becam e the present College apart-
m ents. 
Students give 
health survey 
to city council 
Recommenda tions for uniform 
control of garbage and t rash stor-
age and for constr uction of a new 
city ja il wer e made Monday night 
to the Ellensburg City Council by 
a Central Washington College class 
under direction of Steve Kerpan, 
county-city sanita rian. 
The school and community health 
class at the college r ecently con-
cluded a survey of rodent and pest 
ha rborage in the city, with em-
phasis on garbage storage condi-
tions around grocery stores, r es-
ta urants a nd other business estab-
lishments in the city. 
Black Becomes Head The sur vey r ecommended instal-
George H. Black who had been la tion of a large metal-lined gar-
the head of the Lewiston, Idaho, bage box at each store , with the 
Normal School came to be the pres- I box to be kept locked and a m as-
ident of the one at E llensburg in ter key m ade for garbage collec-
1916. tors' use. The garbage should be 
Sever al buildings were erected picked up during the late after-
during Mr. Black's presidency. noon or evening , so that it will 
Among them was the second heat- not be left overnight to attract ro-
ing plant (1917), "New" Kamala dents. 
Hall (1919), the Library (1925) and The class a lso suggested that 
the Classroom Building (1929) from drawings be made and sent to all 
Sta te funds . In addition to these, businesses concerning the ordi-
Munson Hall dormitory for men, nance which governs garbage stor-
(1926), Sue Lombard dorm~tory for age and disposal. 
women (1926) and the Student As-
sociation Building (1928) were fin-
anced by the sale of bonds by a 
private corporation. 
The college newspaper Student 
Opinion began publication in 1921 
and was changed to Campus Crier 
(Continued on Page 5) 
The community health class felt 
that "the lavatory facilities in the 
jail were inadequa te and that the 
ventila tion was extremely poor. 
"The filth in the cell areas was 
especially depressing and it was 
felt that if the jail is m eant to 
house human beings , it should be 
made livable for humans," the re-
port commented. 
Recommending that a new jail 
be built, the class report stated 
that the old building is rodent 
proof except for the doorways and 
the only areas wher e mice have 
been found is in t he kitchen of the 
fire department, next door to the 
ja il, and in the cell areas. 
Attention was called to the re-
fose on Ellensburg streets and the 
class r ecommended that trash cans 
be placed in the downtown dis-
tr icts. The survey pointed out that 
ot her cities have called on service 
clubs to participa te in donation of 
the cans. 
The Old City Hall constitutes ro-
dent harborage and the building 's 
deteriorated condition m akes it an 
" eyesore", the survey sta ted. All 
weeds and ebr is around the build-
ing should be cleaned up, the class 
added. 
A vote of thanks was given to 
Kerpan and the class by the Coun-
cil. 
Three AFROTC profs 
a-t program workshops 
Three AFROTC instructors of 
Central Washington College cur-
rently are attending 10-day Pro-
gram Improvement Workshops at 
three Western universities. 
Ma j. Shelton D . Kem, acting 
head of the ROTC program at the 
college , is a t Portland University, 
Portland, Ore. ; Capt. E dward W. 
Tarrant is a t Denver University, 
Denver, Colo.; and Lt. Lester L .. 
Rink is at the University of Wash-
ington, Seattle . 
DR. A. L. BIETZ 
Vintage Ford A 
Conquers Alcon 
After a 13-day trip up the Alcan 
highway in their ga ily-decorated 
Model A Ford, t hree Central Wash-
ington college art students arriv-
ed in Fairbanks, Alaska, recently 
on a job-hunting a nd vacation tour . 
The three are Mr. and Mrs. Don 
Simmons, Ellensburg, and Joe 
Cannon of Seattle. They left E l-
lensburg after t he close of the 
spring quarter last month at 
CWCE. 
The Ford car- a familia r s ight 
on E llensburg streets- was bright-
ly painted w ith r ed , yellow, white 
and blue designs by t he three stu-
dents and other friends in the col-
, lege art -department . 
According to a news story in 
the Fairbanks Daily News-Miner , 
the thr ee students had three flat 
tires, a broken brake rod and a 
torn fender on the vintage vehicle 
during the trip. 
"Campus Crier" was a top col-
umn in the University of Wash-
ingto,n ''.Daily" back in 1931. In 
~~he Seattle " Times" a sports col-
:umn is being used with the heading 
"Sports Before Your Eyes", which 
was used by t he Crier in · 1950~51. 
The director of the science work· 
shops is Bernard E . Michals, in-
structor in science on Central's 
staff. 
Pies, records, museum 
used in teaching aids 
All C.W.C.E. students should get 
acquainted with the facilities of the 
C.E.S. library. It is open from 
8 :00 to 5 :00 Monday through Fri-
day, according to Miss Helen Lynt , 
C.E .S. librarian. 
The valuable teaching aids of 
this library are available to all 
Central students. These aids in-
clude m any childr en's books and 
22 children's magazines . They 
also have collected a complete 
pamphlet and picture file on var-
ious subjects. Their record li-
brary includes folk tales, rhythms 
and Chr istmas selections. 
An extra feature of the C.E.S. 
library is the m useum room. Arti-
cles for this room have been donat-
ed by the public . These items 
m ay be borrowed by students in 
the same manner as books. 
The m aterial is catalogued both 
in the C.E.S. library and the col-
lege library. 
E DITORIAL IN A LINE-0-TYPE 
One tree can make a million 
matches, and one match can de-
stroy a million tr ees . . . Keep Wash-
ngton Green. 
2 
Man on the sheet 
. editorial opinion . 
• • • 
All work, no play makees CWCE 
Everyone knows that all work and no plar makes. Jack the dullard. 
Why then no social life at Central? There is grousmg because some 
of the students go out to one of the better known highway bi~tros and 
imbide a couple. Yet what has the school offered as a substitute? 
Several persons asked the SGA officers why they didn't have a 
dance at Sue Lombard. The answer was, "Well, they tried it other 
years and it didn't work." So a square dance was organized "because 
everyone wanted one" quoted the SGA officers. But very few people 
showed up. Then "everyone" wanted a card party, yet no on~ sh<;>wed 
up. Who then is this mysterious "everyone" that m~de their wis~es 
known to our SGA officers for the social season-without bothenng 
to contact we, the student body? 
It's late to start worrying about changing the status here at 
Central for this summer, but let those who follow us learn by our 
mistakes and let their officers represent them and let them have 
a say in what they would participate in as social activities. Let not 
it get noised around that all work and no play makes ... CWCE. 
- THE EDITOR 
Don't tell 'em-show 'em! 
Educators dealing with audio-visual materials ought never to be 
guilty of violating the multi-sensory ~pproach. Yet we often hear 
even experts in the field of telling audiences about methods and ma-
terials instead of showing them. 
This would be especially important in community affairs when 
teachers interpret current education to the s~hool patrons.. Com-
munity schools, as such, are in close cooperative contact with par-
ents on all aspects of education. 
One method newly presented is the "parents at school' technique. 
Parents attend class under the direction of their child's teacher for 
one evening. They listen and loo~ as . the t eacher describe~ ~he ed~­
cational program, while she carries it on and they participate m 
discussion and activity to clarify all aspects of the program. But 
teachers don't just talk; they show and demonstrate just what is 
going on in the envfronment set up for children. 
All of the God-given senses-the visual, auditory, tactile, etc., 
should be appealed to and used to ~ramati~e and stre1:1gt~en learning. 
This calls for extensive use of a wide variety of audio-visual mater-
ials. And what better way to help parents see the need for such 
thngs than in a vivid demonstration of their use in the actual class-
room? The purpose is to share with parents just what goes on in 
the schools, the reasons for it, the planning required and the ma· 
terials needed. 
This treatment in education also shows the obvious pitfall of too 
much emphasis on gadgets, unrelated to the larger purposes of ed-
ucation. 
The teachers show how charts and pictures are used in reading, 
how specimen collections help science, how art can enrich leaf study, 
and how crafts can contribute much to other learnings. 
They demonstrate how models can clarify such phenomena as 
earth-sun relationships and how motion pictures can enrich the 
social studies. · 
They hear children's voices on records and on wire as dramatics 
and speech correction is discussed. 
· They see and listen to t he r adios which bring the daytime edu-
cational programs, and they see and examine the school-made ma-
terials for making arithmetic more functional. 
In every area of the curriculum the multi-sensory approach is 
demonstrated, without pulling it out of context. And parents this 
way see directly how many materials and specialized devices are used 
fly the classroom teacher in her work with children. 
with liberties, from John Sternig 
Ass't Sup't School; Glencoe, Ill. 
Now we lay us down to rest 
It's been fun! 
Even when there was no staff for that first issue . . . and no 
·advisor to guide us for the past couple issues . .. and even when we 
got our hands slapped by the administrative officials for our double 
entendres in a certain column . . . . 
Somehow the esteemed rag got out each deadline, maybe with 
som e mistakes and maybe not as we would just exactly like it to be 
· always, and maybe not even as you would like it to be always, but it 
got out . 
. · · Apologies for our mistakes. We too are only human. As for the 
taste, all that can be said is that someone has already beat you to 
telling us that all our taste is in our mouths. If you liked some of 
the staff's stuff, on the other hand, we are glad and grateful. 
W e have done our best, and though we may not go down in 
history as the . best paper anywhere, we can lay claim to being the 
only paper without a staff, and the only school paper without an 
advisor. 
This then is our Tag-end issue. We call it that not only because 
it means t he final edition, but because we have to use up all the filler 
and holdover material from all through the summer session. That's 
why you may see some funny looking stories here and there. In 
education this would probably be known as the "shotgun" technique 
- where a blast covers a large area, or where, in a newspaper, articles 
are printed on many t hings with t he hope that tlte wide range will 
hit everyone a little. 
"What is a safe speed ?11 
That is a question often posed to law enforcement officers and 
officials, State Patrol Chief James A. Pryde said today. 
"The average person, when he asks 'What is a safe speed?' 
expects the answer to be given as a certain number of miles per 
hour." "Actually, a safe speed can be determined only after con-
.. Sideration of four highly variable factors. These factors are weather, 
· the condition of the road and traffic, t he mechanical condition of the 
car; and the driver's own physical and m ental condition." 
The American motorist 's misplaced prrne in his "heavy foot" 
was named as a contributor to more traffic accidents and deaths 
t han any other single t raffic violation by Chief Pryde. 
· "The t endency of drivers to appraise their own driving skill 
solely in terms of speetl plays no small part in this annual highways 
t ragedy," Pryde said. 
"An unsafe speed," Chief Pryde said, "can be any speed- 20 miles 
an hour .. to .100 miles an_ hour . It ii;; this inability to recognize 30 to 
35 miles an hour as an unsafe speed under certain circumstances that 
leadi:; to so much disaster on our highways. Because an official speed 
limit sign says t hat 30 miles an hour is permissible on a particular 
st retch of road, far too many motorists will feel driving at any lesser 
speed ' is wasting a golden opportunity--even though that road may 
be wet and dangerously slippery at the ~e." 
THE CAMPUS CRIER 
Deal called "she wuz," 
2_nd cousin to pun, 
new campus game 
By Bob Loeffelbein 
Remember the "knock-knock" 
craze of a few years back? Well, 
the campi have borne another shirt-
tail relative to it, a second cousin 
to a pun, the "she wuz's", so called 
for lack of a better name. 
The one that started it all was 
an old, old gag " She was only a 
stableman's daughter, but all the 
horse men knew her" . Someone 
thought of a companion to it -
"She was only a stableman's 
daughter, but she was too old to 
horse around". That set people to 
thinking. How many more dupli-
cate gems are there laying around 
·n musty brain cells? And so the 
fad was faded! Everyone started 
making up their own "she wuz's" 
This, then, is a compilation of 
those which have se~n the light, 
garnered from friends, neutrals 
and enemas. 
1. She was only an insurance 
man's daughter, but I liked her 
policy. 
2. She was only a senator's 
daughter, but she had an appeal. 
3. She was only a printer's 
daughter, but he liked her type. 
4. She was only a photograph-
er's daughter, but she had the skin 
you loved to retouch. 
5. She was only a fireman's 
daughter, but she was no false 
alarm (or) She was only a fire-
m an's daughter, but she was no 
less a siren. 
6. She was only a football 
coach's da ughter , but she'd tackle 
anything. 
7. She was only a mountain 
climber's daughter, so I watched 
her ascend. 
8. She was only a paper hang-
er's daughter, so she pasted him. 
9. She was only a zoo keeper's 
daughter, but there was no lion 
out of it. 
10. · She was only a plumber's 
daughter, but no lead pipe cinch. 
11. She was only an electrician's 
da ughter, but what a live wire. 
12. She was only a chef's daught-
er, but she knew the recipe for re-
action. 
13. She was an optician's daught-
er , but those weren't the "cheat-
ers" he meant. 
14. She was only a motorman's 
daughter, but she kept your motor 
r unning. 
15. She was only an architect's 
da ughter, but she was structurally 
.sound. 
BIRD TEACHES MUSIC I 
Herbert Bird, acting chairman of 
the music department, states that 
there are several distinguished 
visiting faculty m embers in the 
music department this summer. 
Teaching the class in Music Edu-
cation workshop is Hazel Nohavec 
Morgan, former head of the Music 
Education Department at the Uni-
versity of Minnesota . Mrs. Mor-
gan also has been active as a 
national officer in the Music Edu-
cator's National Conference. 
Andrew Loney J r., supervisor of 
public school music at Klamath 
Falls, Oregon, besides teaching 
instrumental music, is teaching 
music method and materials . Dan-
iel Preston, head of the m usic de-
partment at Pacific University, is 
teaching tests and measurements 
in m usic, as well as choral work. 
Members of the regular faculty 
here this summer are Herbert 
Bird, acting chairman, Juanita 
Davies, piano teacher, and Joseph 
Haruda, teacher of voice. 
campus ener 
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BOB LOEFFELBEIN'S 
WHATCHAMA COLUMN 
It could be verse ... 
You see, things aren't always as they seem to be. Hellinger 
knew this and made a tidy fortune off his "velvet switcheroo" end-
ings. Now this estimable sheet offers you some of its own (and 
some of its borrowed) exceedingly hairy short-story stories. 
What a city! 
what buildings? 
Short ones, fat ones, tall ones, skinny ones-boy, 
Frustration: 
"Help," the old maid hollered, 
as at the door she struck. 
"A man is breaking in my house 
But, oh, the lock is stuck." 
He ran into t_he ~oom panting! His eyes were glazed. and his face 
was? pale. Persp1~at1on ran down the side of his face. Where was 
she . Sh~ couldn t have left yet. He had to ask her again. 
~rm!lg around, he saw her standing by the door. She looked 
beautiful m the yellow sweater with a blue sash around her slender 
neck. Her hand reached for the knob--she was about to turn it. He 
rushed to her and threw his arms about her! 
"Please," he begged. "Don't go. Not until you give me one." 
She relented and gave him one. And all a girl doesn't abso-
lutely need a scarf with her sweaters. Besides it was his and so 
was the sweater, and a gir l can't wear all of her brother's clothes . 
She leaned forward 
Her brown eyes pleading, 
Her carmine lips upturned, 
Her cheeks tinged with pink ... 
Pursed and small ! 
Her throat was white and soft, 
Her arms extended--
Boy, what a magazine cover! 
J:Ie f~lt her tremble as he pressed his lips to hers. She buried her 
face m his shoulder and then raised her eyes to his. His arms were 
uns_teady arou_nd her trembling shoulders. Their world was shaken 
to 1~s foundat10ns. She saw his firm jaw loosen and twitch. A con-
vulsive shudder passed o~er her. "D~rn it," she said, "why don't you 
turn off the motor? This rattletrap is shaking m y teeth out." 
Jack and Jill went up a hill 
Upon a moonlight ride. 
When Jack came back 
One eye was black: 
His pal, you see, had lied! 
The perfect woman: 
She doesn't drink, 
She never smokes; 
She doesn't even spend her dimes on cokes. 
She doesn't like to stay out late; 
She'd rather sleep 
Than have a date. 
She doesn't neck, 
She doesn't pet-
In fact . .. she doesn't walk as yet! 
The moon was yellow, and the lane was br ight 
As she turned to m e, in t he autumn night. 
And every gesture and every glance 
Gave me a hint that she craved romance. 
I stammered, I stuttered, and t ime went by 
The moon was yellow, and so was I. 
He tilted 
Her lovely head 
Towards him 
And bent over 
Her expectant mouth. 
He gazed intently 
At her for a moment, 
Then said softly, 
"I'm going to have 
To pull that tooth." 
Ain' t that jus tlike a woman! 
She took my hand in sheltered nooks 
She took my candy and my books, ' 
She took that lustrous wrap of fur 
She took those gloves I bough t for' her. 
She took my words of love and care, 
She took my flowers, r ich and rare 
She took my time for quit e a while' 
She took my k isses, maid so shy- ' 
She took, I must confess, my eye. 
She took whatever I would buy 
And then sh e took another guy. 
(Continued on Page 5) 
And they swing the hammer 
Consider the edit<;>r_! A child is born to the wife of a merchant in 
th_e town. The physician getteth 10 plunks. The editor writeth a 1 
stick and ~ half and telleth the multitude that the child tippeth the 
beam at mne pounds: Yea, he lieth even as a centurion. And the 
proud father giveth him a Cremo. 
. Behold, th~ you~g one groweth up and graduateth. And ·the 
editor putteth mto his paper a swell notice. He telleth of the wis-
dom of the young woi:nan and of her exceeding comliness. Like unto 
the roses of Sharon is she and her gown is played up to beat the 
band. And. the dressmaker getteth two score and four iron men. 
And the editor gets a note of thanks from t he sweet girl graduate. 
And the daughter goeth on a journey. And the editor throweth 
himself on the s tory of t he farewell party. It runneth a column 
solid. And the fair one remembereth him from afar with a picture 
postal card t hat casteth six for a jitney. · 
Behold, she returneth, and the youth of the town fall down and 
worship. She picketh one and lo, she picketh a lemon. But the 
e~itor_ calleth him one of our promisir:g young men and getteth away 
with it . An? they send. unto. t he editor a bid to t he wedding, and 
beholds the bids are fash10ned m a far city. 
F lowery and long the wedding notice which t he editor printeth. 
The minis ter getteth 10 bones. The groom standeth the editor off for 
a 12 months subscr iption. · 
All flesh is grass and in time the wife is gathered unto the soil. 
The minister getteth his bit. The editor printeth a death notice, two 
columns of obituary, three lodge notices, a cubit of poetry a nd a 
card of thinks. And he for gette th to read proof on the head and the 
darned t hing cometh out, "Gone to her last roasting place." 
And all that are akin to the deceased jumpeth on the editor with 
exceeding great jumps. And they pulleth out thei'r ads and cancelleth 
their subs, and they swing the hammer even unto it:he third and fourth 
generations. - U.I. 
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· College newspaper jobs 
found to pay low scale 
except in rec. rewards 
All in a nighi" s work 
is ~"rio's phnosophy 
Guest artist says, "It takes tact 
to squeeze dough from pop" 
Americans place first 
in foreign enrollment 
Eighty-five mousana smdents 
throughout the world went abroad 
last year to study in universities 
and other institutions of higher 
learning, UNESCO reports. The 
United States led in foreign enroll-
ment with 30,332 students. Second 
was France with 8,946 and the 
United Kingdom was third with 
5,856. Other leading countries were 
Egypt, Switzerland, the Vatican, 
Mexico, Germany, Japan, Argen-
tina, Italy, Uruguay, Spain, - and 
Belgium. UNESCO authorities 
stated that these returns cover 
only 80 per cent of foreign stu-
dents in the countries named be-
cause not all universities sent in 
reports. The survey is to be un-
dertaken again this year. Replies 
were not received from Bulgaria, 
Czechoslovakia, China, Hungary, 
Poland, Rumania, and the U.S.S.R. 
CUNESDO, Paris) 
~ 
By l\'IARTHA SCHWELLENBACK 
"My wife doesn't like the hours." 
By Joe Dickinson, EWCE I You know how it is, though 
Letter writing as an art has , for wild parties, dice games, poker--
years , been given a good deal of everyth:ng that goes into m aking 
attention. In any book on correct 
Crier pay not lowest, 
but nc.1t highest either 
With a worried a ir, Joe Ensley, 
night watchman at Sweecy, puz-
zled over his predicament as we 
talked with him about the wee hour 
act ivities at Central. 
English usage, one can find a good the old college spirit. (Here quote 
By The Assoc:atecl Collegiate Pres~ number of pages devoted to it. your college fight song.) So if Pop 
Nobody in his right mind looks 
upon a college newspaper job as 
a way tu wealth- nobody, that is, 
who has evP, worked on a college 
Ensley along with Harry Hart-
man and Fred J aeger constitute 
the midnight trio who patrol the 
grounds fo.\' fires, suspicious char-
acters and stray freshmen. From 
7 p.m. to 6 a.m. one of the three 
$ checking the buildings or the 
grounds. 
Examples of letters of almost could pry himself loose from twen-
any type can be found in books- ty or thirty ponfontos I'd certainly 
"How to Write a Letter to Your appreciate it. You can't ta ke it 
Fiancee - Fiance Infor ming Her -
Him of the F act That Last Sat- with you, you know, Pop. Of 
newspaper. 
Just to m ake sure, though, ACP 
last month sent out questionnaires 
to member papers asking for in-
formaLon on salaries paid to stu-
dents in the highest editorial and 
bus'.ness posiLon. The results, for 
the most part, prove that college 
journalism is a labor of love. 
"She should be used to it by 
now," asserted the 67-year-old 
E nsley, "as I was a policeman 
:n Colfax l>~fore blessed with this 
urday Night in a Weak Moment course. . 1 suppose if you can't then 
You Seem to Have Married Her - you won't go, huh? Ha ha. Well, 
H:s Best Friend," of "How to Write I know I'll hear from you by re-
a Cheerful Letter to a Dear Uncle turn mail. I'll be waiting. So will 
Who Is About To Be Hanged," and the Blind Staggers Saloon - I owe 
even, " How to Write a Letter of a little b.ll there. 
Congratulations to a Dear Aunt 
But if the salaries are uniformly 
low, and in some cases non-exist-
ent, the systems of payment are 
legion. Every paper seems to have 
a different method of a llotting 
funds. 
Some staffs are paid by the 
week, others by the month and 
still others by the year. A few 
cd tors and business managers get 
their salaries by the issue (this is 
tough on the monthlies), and 
there's one editor who gets paid 
only _f he can keep his paper out 
of the red. 
The Crier editor and associate 
editor rece:ve $10 and $5 per issue 
r espectively, while the business 
oanager works on an ad-percent-
age bas:s. 
Campus watchdogs 
Who Recently Inherited $500,000 
From the Estate of Her Third Hus-
band Who Died Mysteriously Last 
Tuesday." 
However - as neariy as I've 
been able to explore the subject-
there ha-:; been absolutely no in-
lormaLon given on how to write 
letters home from college. This, 
:t seems to me, is a def:nite ...,ver-
sight. There are thousands of stu-
dents in our colleges and univer·· 
I s ties today suffering because they 
don't know the proper way to write 
heme to the folks, hometown 
sweethearts, etc. 
So - in an attempt to partially 
remedy the situation - here are 
I a few specimen letters which m ay 
come in handy. 
l\'IONETARY MAIL 
Occasionally, there are extra- The til~~e will undoubtedly ar-
sa~ary compensations . Most com- r :ve when you'll find yourself a 
mon is the ad commission which I b:t short of the old lettuce. Per-
some business staffs get as a mat- haps you come out on the short 
ter of course. end of a dice game, or the cute 
A more unique compensation is little trick whom you were sure 
for "car mileage." A weekly in job." His sky ("What's that?") would eat like a bird t urned out to 
Indiana doles out $87 .50 for this blue eyes twinkled slyly behind be a horse · in disguise and ate like 
purpose to the editor and $45 to steel rimed glasses as he thought one. So, if you can't borrow any 
the business manager. We weren't back over his past five years on from your room mate - you've 
told just why these officials have ::ampus. He decided that he got already hocked your watch - the 
to travel so much, or why the more fresh air than the rest of natural thing to do is write home. 
editor puts on more mileage than Ellensburg night-lifers. If your parents are sentimentalists, 
the business manager. But a t least Harry Hartman, a blue-eyed .the following approach is some-
they can afford a car. bachelor, proved a problem . He'll I t mes effective. 
. There appears to be no correla- I be . 62 years old this i;nonth and Dear Mother and Fathe.r : . 
tion between the wealth of a school defm,tely stated that hes gomg to Well here I am s ittmg m my 
and the salaries it pays its news- ;,em.a·n "cautio~~" and avoid the cold g~rrett room, shivering under 
paper staff. Some of t~e most .boiled brained system o.f m ar- a ragged quilt from my straw tick, 
heavily endowed schools give their riage. We had a mad fit ?Ver listen:ng as the wind howls through 
editors and business managers a this statement but. he deftl~ switch- my broken window, writing my 
pittance-or nothing at all . Con- ed the conversat10n to his flash- dear parents. I've been studying 
versely, some of the more poorly light. for the last five or six hours, but 
blessed colleges go out of the way ''I'd rather be pointing this I thought I'd better stop a nd write 
to make a college newspaper ca- dcwn the face of some defenseless my loved ones a letter before my 
reer financially pleasant. . college student than have my eyes last candle sputters out. Sitting 
There's one other form of direct dilated by a rolling pin flash, " here I remember all the wonder-
compensation which a few ne".l"s- he declared with a swish of steel. I ful things about home - Mom's 
paper staffs enjoy- class cred1~s. Joe, seeing our dismayed counten- home cooking, the warm, comfort-
At a midwest university , you w1:1 ~nee, volunt~ered that those flash- able crackle of t he fire in the fire-
note, reporters and copy-readers hght batteries really wear out. place, the crisp comfortable crack-
receive credits for t heir work. At Every three weeks they need re- le of the money in Dad's billfold-
most colleges, however, newspaper fills . But I won't complain. I know the 
work makes the obta ining of a de- This failed to satisfy the dis- good old folks are with me (If you 
gree all the more difficult; it's heartening outlook that Harry in- can somehow work the lyrics to 
usually more enjoyable, and quick- traduced so they tried lightening "Mother" and "Dear Old Dad" in 
er, to write an editorial than a the gloom by jangling their huge here, it's very effective) . Well, 
term paper. keychains. We remained a loof guess I'd better sign off before the 
What the financial future holds while they explained that there candle burns out. By t he way, I 
for the college press is anybody's were 27 keys. These opened every hate to mention this, but could you 
guess, but it's a fairly safe bet that, door on campus and each building •poss bly send me twenty dollars? 
in the light of college retren?h- was checked every night for fire . I My feet have been getting awfully 
m ent programs and recurrmg We were still too crushed to sore la tely because yesterday I ate 
newspaper deficits, college journal- comment. After all, we tried to my shoes. 
ists will ha ve to be satisfied with tell Harry, after 43 years in E l-
the more intangible rewards . We lensburg he should be thinking of 
hesitate to list them, since none settling down. The next thing a 
a·f them has anything to do with shining ba dge blinded us . The 
fcod ; but you can't get around the three of them have a special po-
fac t tha t the intangible rewards lice commission authorized by the 
have their own kind of appeal. city to m ake any a rrests needed. 
After all , every college seems to They informed us that so far they 
have a newspaper. haven' t had cause to haul a stu-
Doom prophet is cautious 
Don't ma ke plans too far ahead 
for next fall semester 's work. 
· According to M. Doreal, grand 
leader of the Brother of the 
White Temple- which is housed 
in an elaborate "atomic bomb 
proof" retreat in t he mountains 
west of Sedalia, Colo.- the world 
was to end by an a tomic blast 
in May. 
But Doreal's prophecy was 
cautious . If the world did not end 
by a tomic destruction in May, he 
sa id, then it would happen Septem-
ber 10- or in October of 1953. 
dent downtown. 
"Where 's your office?" we ask-
ed hastily. They maintain head-
quarters in the heating plant under 
chief engineer , J. W. Kelly. 
The Cub tolled worktime and the 
conversa tions ceased. We sent our 
regards to Mrs . E nsley but could-
n't face Harry. 
Love, 
HERE'S ANOTHER 
If your parents have acute senses 
of humor , the LAUGH-IT-OFF ap-
proach sometimes gets results . 
Dear Folks$, (This use of the dol-
lar sign is optional) 
Well, the kid is broke again . 
Bet you're beginning to feel like 
bananas, the way I'm always put-
ting the squeeze on you. Ha ha . 
After your 
• I evenings 
entertainment 
Kisses, 
This approach will either get you 
money or a terse note telling you 
to pack your trunks because you've 
just quit school. 
Crier Quizling tests truce, 
queries definition Communism 
By l\'larty Schwellenbach 
With t he Korean truce in effect (at .th~s writinrp your Cr.ier 
staff thought it would be a safe tim e to shp .m a pertment quest10n 
of the week. So during this lapse we queried scholars of Central 
wit h the problem, "What is a Communist?" ... 
Many students r ealize t he ~ifficult~ in att~mpting a defmit10n 
of a Communist. The word, with all its emo~10nal ove~tones, has 
been used at various times as both an express10n of praise and an 
epithet. . . . . h · b Its definition by an economist will differ from t e <;>n.e. given Y 
a polit ical scientist. And both will differ from the defm1tion of an 
historian or a religious observer. 
The following "suggestions" were offered: 
Ray Adams, Ellensburg, came forth in his usual voluble s~yle 
and declared t hat it was anyone who refused to answer questions 
under the fifth amendment. . . 
Nearby Tom Wright who has a father m Richland, overheard 
and clammed up. "I r efu'se to answer on t he grounds that it might 
contaminate some of my friends." · 
"You'll find them under rocks," said Joan H eppell, Seattle, cov-
ering up some suspicious looking paint on her easel. 
H erb Linke, Chicago, threw out his chest and ,,bravely asserted 
that it was "Anyone who crosses up Joe McCarthy. . " 
"It would seem," murmured l\'lyrna l_Vilson, Su~nyside, that 
I can call anyone a Communist who has different attitudes toward 
his place in civilization from mine." .. 
Sister l\'lary Catherine, Ellensburg, and Dr. H. L. Anshutz, 'm 
sistent" professor of English, both. arrived a,! the same answer, "Any-
one who belongs to the Commumst party. Dr. Anshutz also sug-
aested that we look under C in Webster's distionar y. . 
"' SGA vice-president, Rudy Kovacevich, Cle Elum, moaned with 
a peculiar accent and said, "An uncivilized coal miner." . 
When Rex Holbrook, Yakima, was asked he sadly removed his 
pogo-hat and revealed his flaming locks for all to see. Then he 
miserably shuffled off into the enveloping ~og. 
Dick l\'lartinen, a political science mB:JOr from Ellensburg\, drew 
close and whispered, "I read Mark Twam on~e and well..... . ? e 
didn't have a chance to finish as a gruff lookmg character wearily 
hauled him away. . 
"Anyone who is in the opposi~g. pa~~Y of a N ew Dealer accor?mg 
to Republicans, such as Senator Tidmg, declared Sam Long, Yak!ma. 
La reta Field Montesano, whipped out a pocket novel entitled 
"Lenin" and ask~d, "Does this help?" . . . ,, 
"Apparently anyone who holds a teaching cert1f1cate, stated 
Freel Babb, Auburn, crossing his fingers 
l\'laxine Haas, South Dakota, ~lutched her ha;id to her mouth 
and mumbled, "I'm wearing lipstick today ...... don t make me feel 
any more conspicuous." 
GRADS' "BETTE R HALVES" 
GET NEW PHT DEGREES 
PHT (Putting Husband Through) 
Degrees were awarded to wives 
of graduating senior men a t the 
annual graduation ceremonies J uly 
31, in Showalter auditorium, East-
ern Washington College of Edu-
cation. 
The degrees were first given in 
the spring of 1951. 
School Supplies 
ELLENSBURG BOOK 
AND ST A TIONERY 
419 N. Pearl 
I More than 10,000 people travel 
to E llensburg each year to attend 
conferences and activities on the 
campus of Central Washington 
College. 
::::::::===============:::::::::; 
Sports 
Wear 
Sale 
• Pedal Pushers 
• Shorts 
• Halters 
• Skirts 
• Blouses 
Denim 
and 
Seersucker 
Kodak Film 
Optical 
Dispenser 
Eve n a be tween meal snack is a delight whe n serve d in our 
inviting a tmosphe re . ESTHER • MARIAN 
Toiletries - Cosmetics 
SERVICE DRUG For your optical needs 
410 N. Pearl P hone 2-8556 504 N. Pine 
NEW YORK CAFE 
Open 'til 1 :SO a.m. Friday and Saturday 
Ladies Ready-to-Wear 
406 N. Pea r l 
THE CAMPUS CRIER 
'How to be an artist' easy 
with a bit of originality 
Art is where you find it 
By Montrose Q. Smyth-Sovie . . 
Everyone is a potential artist, and there is .. no f1~~d o_f art-:v1th 
present-day standards-which one could not cr~ck w:1th a little 
originality and imagination. All that the prospective artist. must do 
is give free vent to his creative talents and let the public ~o the 
rest. A few helpful hints, however, may be of value to begmners. 
Hints for Writers ~ 
In order to become a successful to be successful as a singer. The 
writer, one must start by keeping important thing is that one be 
a day-by-day diary of his "adven- able to make noise. The "shouter" 
tures"-being particularly care- is currently a favorite of bar-
ful to record the "seamy" side of rooms and lounges throughout the 
life and as much conversation of country. The singer need not even 
the "four-letter-word" nature as sing on pitch or remember words 
possible. When life becomes dull, for this type of work, since no one 
·it may be helpful to spy on one's ever pays much attention to what 
neighbors, and, of course, one is being sung anyway. E ven if they 
should always live as indiscrimi- did, they probably wouldn't re-
nately as possible in order to be member it in the morning. Theim-
both convincing and interesting portant thing is that the singer be 
to one's public. This diary may be able to be heard over the band 
published in its entirety 0~ reyis- and the clicking of glasses and the 
ed in story form for publication. laughter and the commotion of 
F or writers who do not favor the audience. A "modern" band 
the "diary" type of writing, there provides a fitting complement to 
is the imaginative or idealistic this type of singer. Since most of 
idiom whi~h still has some mar- these musicians can't read music 
ket. This [1eld is particularly ap- anyway, they just follow the loud-
pealing to Sunday School teachers est noise which, of course, will be 
and to old m aids (both male and the singer. 
female). In this style, one has the For those who do not aspire to 
choice of either picturing the the more boisterous type of per-
merits of pure living (which formance or who just plain can't 
makes dull reading), or describing sing loudly, there is the "crooner" 
intellectual romances between un- type of singing which is perennial-
happy poets, or the miseries of ly popular. To get started in this 
being a successful composer (this highly competitive field, one must 
subject has been somewhat over- first "appear" somewhere in or-
done in r ecent years). Then, there der to establish a reputation. At 
are always social problems to be this first appearance, one should 
dramatized such as the inequali- "spot" as many relatives and 
ties between the rich and the poor, friends as possible in the audience 
or the inadequate old-age pension, in order to assure oneself a warm 
or the race problem. It is generally reception. It may even be profit-
best in this type of writing, if able to hire a few young girls to 
the ~uthor doesn't understand his collapse in fits of ecstasy while one 
subject, since he will then be able performs. 
to create a public controversy Once a reputation has been es-
which, quite naturally, can be pro- tablished, it must be followed by 
Church door hardware forged, cut, poWlded and shaped from 
stock plate steel by Wilhelm Bakke ~above), an assistant profes-
sor of industrial art at Central Washington College, recently was 
put on display at .Frederick & Nelson's in Seattle. The hardwll;re 
displayed was made for the Cathedral of St . . John th~ E".angebst 
in Spokane. Bakke in 1952 began t he project, which mcluded 
hardwa re for 12 doors. He previously has done ornamental wood-
carving for church interiors. 
fitable. a recording stint. But, for heav-
Painters Oiven Tips en's sake, if called upon to sing 
Next, we come to a few helpful a number which the public has 
hints for t hose who wish to be- heard before, one must be certain 
come painters. One must not feel to imitate someone who has al-
handicapped if one has never stud- ready recorded it. Bing Crosby is 
ied painting. Actually, some of usually a good choice for this pur-
the most successful painters of our pose. Otherwise the public will 
generation are illiterate, and sev- discover too soon just how "stinko" 
eral are colorblind. As the only the new "recording star" is. For 
way to learn to create is to create, original material, however , just 
on begins by buying cement and the opposite rule applies. The im-
paint and boards and canvass and portant thing then is to sound 
nails and whatever else is eye- "differ ent." In order to accom-
catching. Then, when all these plish this, one may r esort to a 
necessary supplies are .assembled, variety of t r icks such as singing 
one begins splashing. That is all with bagpipe accompaniament, or 
there is to it. This is, of course, removing one's teeth and "gum-
known as modern art, and the ming" it, or mumbling the words 
wierder the effect which is creat- through a broken two-quart fruit One tr affic accident is one acci-
ed, the better. The artist musn't jar. Any one of these devices · drnt too m any. 
worry if he doesn't particularly might be the key to st ardom for " Whether a t a highway-railroad 
"One traffic accident 
one acddent too many" 
understand or care for the re- some prospective singer. crossing or anywhere else, a traf-
sults of his dabbling. He must, in- Sculptors Given Help fie accident doesn 't just happen. 
s tead, give it a foreign-sounding Finally, we come to tips for rt is caused, and it can be pre-
name and exhibit it proudly. The those who wish to become sculp- vented," Chief J ames A. Pryde of 
public will feel that it should tors. In t his profession, one is Washington Sta te P atrol stated. 
know what the painting depicts also permitted a great deal of Traffic signs and s'gnals , some-
and will therefore avoid asking freedom. Modern impressions may t im es called "signs of life" , can 
embarrassing questions for fear of be created by tying junk together do a lot to r educe a ccidents. But 
appearing uninformed. Incidental- (these are sometimes called mo- these signs can be effective only 
ly, the higher the price tag at- biles ) , by pounding scraps of metal if people heed t hem . 
t ached to a painting, t he more im- into weird shapes, or by dropping "Over 4,000 accidents involved 
pressed the people will be. large blobs of wet clay from three- viola tions of traffi c signs, signals 
"Long-hair" painters who do s tory windows. The latter r esults and pavement markings last year," 
not have a bent for "modern" art in a liquid line (if it doesn't strike Chief P ryde said . " If posted warn-
will be interested to note that someone ) which is quite popular ings had been observed, these acci-
there is a great deal of public in- now. As in the other arts, the dents might never have occurr ed." 
t erest still in landscapes and the school of "realism" is not com- For this reason, t he Washington 
school of "realism." The easiest pletely dead in sculptur ing, so one Sta te Patrol is ca r rying out a t r af-
way to succeed in this field is to s t ill may m ake a decent living by fie safety program during August 
buy picture postcards, or to cut carving bus ts, s ta tues, and other based on traffic signs, it was point-
out pictures from magazines and interesting forms from nature. A ed out. 
to copy them. After all, tromping popular device of sculptors work- "The purpose of this program," 
about in the countryside is both ing in this idiom is the plaster Pryde said, " is to br ing to pub-
tir ing and t edious. Besides, gas is cast . Wet plast er is poured around l'c a ttention the need for heeding 
expensive, and, chances are, the the model in order to for m the traffic signs, s ignals , and pavem ent 
a r tis t will not be earning too much impression from which the actual mar kings , which a re 'signs of life•· 
from his painting at first. statue is made. T his process saves designed to protect both the motor-
F or those who wish to become many hours of measuring and ist and pedes trian ." 
Collins tests daily, 
keeps class good will 
" School law . . that 's for me." 
Th's is the comment heard over 
campus this last term. Inquiry 
proved that a test was given every 
day class was held, but still the 
enthusiasm rem ained. 
Investigation showed that Dr. R. 
C. Collins , instructor , ga ve out a 
sheet of questions each day and 
the following day gave a test over 
the same questions. The rest of 
the period was left free for a 
" library study hour ." Much con-
troversy was held over the ques-
t ions as students poured over the 
State Mammal in search of an-
swers. Many questions were ruth-
lessly thrown out by unanimous de-
cis:on of the class. 
Many students plan to sign up 
for the course second session. Ac-
cording to Mrs. Gloris Hibblar, 
senior, the class was one of the 
most enjoyable she has had in 
many a year a t Central. 
BOSTIC'S 
DRUG 
4th and Pearl 
Ph. 2-6261 
artist s (painters ) but are just chipping away at chunks of s tone. The Augus t slogan for t he P a-
plain lazy, there has a risen, in r e- The primary drawback to this trol's traffic safety program is 
cent years, a wide interest in un- me thod is that it is a bit difficult "Signs of Life - Know Them , Obey 
usual t extures. One man won a to hire models since there have Them!" 
second pr ize in a Los Angeles art been so many recent cases of ab- -~~;;::=;::=;::=;::=;::=;::=;::=;::=;::=;::=;::=;::=~==============~ 
show last year for exhibiting what sen t-minded sculptors who allow-
appeared to m e to be a house- ed the plaster to become too hard I 
painter's used brush-cleaning before r emoving it. However, one 
board. In another case, a Bronx may still use animals for such pur-
woman won third pr ize in a N ew poses-or go one s t ep further and 
Yor k show for exhibiting a cup- pour t he plast er into animal skins, 
board door aft er her pressure which are quit e easy to shape. 
cooker blew up. It is vital, in this 
type of competition, to be alert 
for the "unusual." 
Singing Suggestions 
The prospective singer is em -
barking upon a career in which 
there are for tunes to be made. It 
is not even necessary, any more, 
t o have a pleasing voice in order 
New Shoes 
and 
Repairing 
STAR SHOE SHOP 
4!8 N. Pine 
In at 9 Out at 5 Service 
SERVICE CLEANERS 
on the busy corner across 
from the Liberty t heater 
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The sign over the coat rack read: 
"Not r esponsible for lost or stolen 
a r ticles," J ohn glanced at it as 
he hung up his coat and hat and 
then turned to assist Jean, his 
wife,in taking off her fur coat. 
He put it on a hanger beside his 
own. 
The two of them went down the 
cor ridor into the dining room and 
were assigned to a table by the 
hostess . An hour later, when they 
returned for their wraps, Jean's fur 
coat was gone. 
" I'm sorry, sir, " said the man-
ager, "but we are not responsible 
for lost a rticles . We put up the 
coat r ack for the convenience of 
our patrons, but that sign you see 
makes you r esponsible for your own 
ha t and coat . 
Sign Not Factor 
The r estaurant would not have 
been responsible for its loss even 
if there had been no sign. One who 
places a garment on a coat r ack, 
as one would do in a resta urant, 
retains the power of surveillance 
and control over it himself. Or-
dinarily under such circumstances, 
the operators of the r estaurant 
have no r espcnsibility toward the 
customer 's possession and domin-
on over them . 
The case would be different , how-
ever, if the coat had been delivered 
to an employee in a chckroom. 
In such event, the management 
probably would be responsible. So, 
also, where a customer checks val-
uables with a bathing house pro-
prietor , or with a hotel desk clerk, 
or leaves his automobile with a 
parking lot attendant to be parked 
and stored for him. Those receiv-
ing possession of the customer's 
property have the duty to use pro-
per care to see that the customer's 
property is returned to him. 
(This column is written to inform, 
not i:o a dvise. Facts may change 
the application of the law.) 
WH E RE THE RE'S Sl\IOKE 
A columnist for the Daily P enn-
sylvanian , University of P ennsyl-
vania , r ecently m ade a personal 
cigarette sur vey. Here's what he 
found: 
" I discovered most doctors don 't 
even smoke, there is no T-zone, 
certain cigarettes a re not firm and 
fully packed and it would take the 
gentleman who smokes two packs 
a day two and one-half years to 
get an automatic toaster with cou-
pons offered by a cer tain cigarette. 
"Cigarettes a lways leave an un-
pleasant aftertaste, most people 
drop ashes everywhere but in an 
ashtray (everybody looks for one 
but never uses it) and a longer cig-
arette is a nuisance to handle (any-
one not used to one tries to light 
it in the m iddle.) 
RICRFIELD TIPS : 
/ ' 
By Herb 
"Bette r le t him win, he's been try-
ing since the day he bought it." 
Friendly, Courteous 
Richfield Service 
HERB'S RICHFIELD 
Tires-Batteries 
Washin9- Lubrication 
General Repairs 
COME IN Pt.E/1SE, ORIV& 
OUT PlcASEO."' 
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Sports before 
your eyes 
Girls, if you are looking for a 
wide open field to settle down in 
for a lifetime job, here is your 
best bet right now . . . physical 
education. 
Last year there were 214 calls 
for physical education instructors 
from junior and senior high 
schools-at CWCE alone. One 
hundred six were for women. 
How many graduated into the 
field? Six women PE majors 
graduated last year from Central. 
Six more graduated from the 
University of Washington. And 
four more from Washington State. 
That leaves 90 jobs in physical 
education open in the state. 
WHY NAMED "STOCK" 
CAR RACES 
Many people connect stock car 
ra ci tignw"etoh pro'oh os'drdsu " 
acing with "hot rods" or "souped 
up" cars but the cars us ed in the 
sport are, mostly 1932-3'1 vintage 
Fords, some Chrysler types, and 
a few Hudsons a ncl Chevs. They 
can use motors up to 1951 but all 
parts mm.t be "stock." 
In order to make the cars safer, 
steel r einforced 2-inch pipe is used 
to m ake a cage around the driver; 
airplane seats with safety belts are 
installed; all wooden m aterials 
which might catch fire are remov-
ed; and all windows and glass is 
taken out. There may be plenty 
of wrecks in the game, but in-
juries are few and are very 
seldom serious. 
In order to make the cars lower 
to the ground for more speed and 
so they will not turn over so easily, 
they are "underslung" and wide 
wheel rims and E.maller tires puts 
the wheels farther apart. An ex-
tra set of shock absorbers enable 
them to take bumps easier. 
How do the drivers finance these 
cars with all the changes that must 
be made? They have a "spon-
sor" in most cases- a s ervice sta-
tion, wrecking yard, a uto parts 
company, or a used car dealer 
who puts up the money for the 
car and necessary repairs to con-
vert it. The drivers usually do 
much of the work on their own 
cars to keep them in shape, how-
ever. In return the sponsor's 
na m e is on the car easily visibile 
to the fans . 
A typical stock car race starts 
with a series of time trials-short 
races to separate the faster cars 
from the slower ones. Then come 
the trophy dashes. These are 
short races run in heats with the 
winner a warded a trophy. The 
big races of the day, the "A" and 
"B" main events are the ones that 
have regular purses similar to 
horse races. The "A" main event 
at Three Lakes is usually a gruel 
ling 25-lap race with only the best 
cars on the track competing. In 
order to add more interest to the 
program extra events much as 
crash derbies, and motorcycle 
races are sometimes held. 
Age is no barrier in this thrilling 
spor t . It is not uncommon to see 
a daring teenager racing against 
a wily driver old enough to be 
his father. 
Don 't know if this really has any-
thing to do with sports but- Kin-
sey's findings on the sex life of 
wom en com es out August 20. Kin-
sey has already refused $100,000 
from one publication for exclusive 
rights to the book. It has been in 
the writing 15 years. The book on 
m en took nine years and sold 250,-
000 copies. 
Now we're waiting for som e 
wag to suggest the book become 
a text for physical education cours-
es . Human nature Is, afte r a,ll, hu-
man nature. 
FRANCE : Strasbourg university 
is having difficulty getting students 
interested in sports. Only-165 out 
of 5,500 students participate in ath-
le tics, a nd a compulsory program 
would be opposed by the m a jority 
of s tudents . 
Soviet occupied areas- Eight a r-
rests of s tudents a t universities of 
the Soviet zone were reported to 
the Office of All-German Student 
Affairs (A.G.S.F.) in the per iod 
from Ma r ch 1 to 31, 1953. 
Hall, Johnson present 
joint music recital 
A joint recital was presented 
Sunday, August 9, in the Central 
W a s h i n g t o n auditorium by 
Jeanette Hall, soprano, and Neal 
Johnson, violinist. It culminated 
a summer of intensive musical 
training under Wayne Hertz and 
Herbert Bird respectively, profes-
sors of music at Central's sum-
mer session curriculum. 
Miss Hall, a senior from Cos-
mopolis presented ten selections, 
accompanied by Gay Harrington 
Prather. Johnson presented four 
solos, accompanied by Mrs. Herb-
ert Bird. 
There are more automobiles than 
telephones on · American farms, 
U.S. Census figures show. 
I'HE -CAMPUS CRIER 
'Nick1 edged out 
in golf tourney 
Central's athletic director, Leo 
Nicholson, was edged out of the 
Ellensburg Golf Club champion-
ship title two and one August 1 
by LeRoy Sanders, who shot a 
competitive course record of 63 in 
the opening round. 
After trailing Nicholson one hole 
at the end of the first nine, he 
went two-up at the halfway point, 
then dropped back to even terms 
at the end of the third round, be-
fore closing out the match. 
Sanders won his way into the 
finals by downing Ed Dickson, 
Central Washington college edu-
cat:on professor. 
Previously Mrs. Leo Nicholson 
had won the title in the womei:i's 
Club Championship Tournament. 
HOME, SWEET HOME! This is the home Carl Johnson, science 
professor at Central, will come back to next fall. Currently he is in 
Sweden , blissfully unaware of his loss. 
During his sojurn the house has been sold by the college's govern-
ing boar d a nd moved to a nother location "in order to improve the 
looks of the Central Washington college campus." 
Selling for $10, t he house was bought by· lucky Gay Raaum and 
family, a heating plant worker at the college. He, according to the 
buying agreem ent, moved the ten-room home and filled in the base-
ment that was left. Present location of their new home is on Cherry 
street. 
No comment is available from Johnson. 
Thumbnail History I Following the Se_cond World War 
(C t' d f l) I the campus was mva ded by hun-
on mue rom page dreds of " G. I .'s" who wished to 
in 1927. The first issue of the Hya- complete theil education. Housing 
kem took the place of the former was the most immediate and press-
Kooltuo in 1922. ing need . The Airport buildings 
Mr. Black resigned in 1930, a nd were used for a time . A new addi-
for a ye&r Selden Smyser served tion to Munson Hall was completed 
as acting-president. Then in 1931 in 1947. 
Dr. Robert E . McConnell who had Four temporary dormitories pre-
beei: head of the departm ent of ed- viously used by the Navy were 
ucat10n at the C? eney Norm al , moved to North Walnut street as 
School became president a t Ellens- f was a cafeteria building. Forty-
tbhurgt .. He was 34 years of age at eight dwelling units for married e 1me. 
Federal funds were made avail- ~~~~:~%e~t:n~e~~~~d f~~m fo~~ 
able through the P.'Y.A. to supple- "Vetville ". A number of houses 
m ent State appropriations so tha t h d d M d c t 
the Auditor ium-Arts and Sciences were pure ase a n ea our 
Building a nd a gymnasium addi- ~partments w as secured for hous-
tion to the Student Associa tion mg faculty a nd student veterans . 
Building were erected in 1937 and With the coming of m en to the 
the College Elementary School campus more women students too 
Building in 1939. were attracted , and Kennedy Hall 
In 1933 the three normal schools on Walnut Street w as built in 1948 
of the Sta te were a uthorized to to house t hem. 
grant the Bachelors of Art& degr ee Attenda nce R eaches 1500 
in E ducation. Four years la ter the 
name of each school was changed 
to College of E ducation . The 
American Associa tion of Tea chers 
Colleges officially approved the in-
s titution in 1934. The Associated 
Students organ ization was r eplaced 
by t he Student Government Asso-
cia tion a nd Honor Council in 1914-
42. ' 
Air Corps Training 
With t he s udden expa nsion of en-
rollm ent reaching over 1500 at the 
peak new classroom space was 
needed too. The Science Hall 
which had been a pproved before 
the outbreak of war was erected 
in 1948. Sim ultaneously work on 
the new heating plant was carried 
on. The President's House was 
completed la ter in 1948. 
During the Second World War en- A pla n was worked out whereby 
rollment of civilian s tudents drop- a permanent dormitory for m en 
ped once m or e to the 300 m a rk (North Hall), a Commons, and a 
and m en were a lmost non-existent. Union B uilding were · financed by 
Dr. McConnell and others negotiat- the sale of bonds backed by a n 
ed with t he Air Corps a nd were I increase in student fees and in 
successful i? bringing the 314th Col- room and board char ges. These 
lege Tra nmg Detachm ent to t he buildings were completed in 1951-
campus in the Spring of 194'3. 52. 
Whatchama Column 
May I? 
H ere I sit and fuss a nd fret 
While my seat is getting wet. 
I t's enough to m ak e m e fume-
Teacher , can't I leave the r oom? 
Why delay me when you know 
That I simply have to go ? 
R eally, t eacher, I'm not feigning. 
My car top's down and it is raining! 
Just thrown in .. . 
S he's a pretty little wench 
Sitting t here u pon the bench, 
Looking very coy a nd sh y 
At every passing college guy 
Such thr illing eyes, 
Concentr ic thighs . 
It's too darn bad 
She's bald. 
Rules are made to be broken 
So something new has been added 
by Bob Loeffelbein 
Part IV-Final 
A bone of contention that has been pretty thoroughly chewed 
over by writers, coaches and players has been the point after touch-
down. Many writers think that the point after touchdown serves 
no sensible purpose in the game. It slows down play and causes 
injury. 
Bert Bell, commissioner of the National Football League, advo-
cates changing the professional game by abolishment of the extra 
point and awarding seven points for a touchdown. He also favors the 
adoption of a "sudden death" rule in event of tie games, with the 
first team to score after the four regular periods of play declared 
the winner. · 
Bell says the point after touchdown is no longer a test of team 
superiority, so dropping it will eliminate many player injuries which 
tend to happen only at that time in a game. 
About 1884, when the conversions were drop kicked, conversions 
needed far more skill, thus they counted twice as much as the touch-
down. This acted as a bonus of sorts for making a touchdown. Bell's 
idea m eans the same thing as this old ruling practically except that 
he puts the point emphasis on the touchdown instead of the con-
version. Either way it seems that the problems inherent in the 
present scoring system would be solved. It would push the point 
spreads to three and more points, which would tend to discourage 
gambling. And raising the points would make it necessary for three 
field goals to beat a touchdown. As it is, two equal a touchdown, 
which is the same as saying that two doubles in baseball always 
equals a home run. 
The Yale coach started the hue and cry for 12-foot foul lanes 
last year to combat the "stork" players' domination of the game, 
especially under the backboards. He was the chairman of the Olympic 
gam es basketball commission, and got the ruling established there. It 
has since been established in the professional game as well. Now 
in 1953 the change has been placed before the ruling commission on 
collegiate basketball and has been favorably received. 
More cool heads point out that until the law of gravity is repealed 
any ball that goes up has to come down, and when it does the tall 
player is going to control it no m atter what. 
But still the crying goes on, not only to widen foul lanes by six 
feet, but to raise the baskets. Some people think this would help give 
the little guys an even break with the "goons." Ask Johnnie O'Brien, 
1953 all-American from Seattle University, about it though, and he 
says that no matter where you shoot from, down low or up high, 
that basket isn't going to move. The little guy just has to learn to 
shoot from out front. There is a place on every team for both small 
and big players. H e ought to know. H e's one of the biggest little 
pla yers in basketball history- at , 5-feet 9-inches he is still the first 
man to break 1000 points in one season and 3000 in a college career. 
He thinks the only thing higher '.ba:;kets might do would be prevent 
so many direct tip-ins by tall players. 
As usual, close behind is the football rendition of the rule change. 
They think maybe higher goal posts would improve the game. Ron 
Gibbs, veteran football official, ttiinks maybe higher goal posts would 
improve the gam e. H e doesn't give any specific reasons, though it 
is probably to combat the point after touchdown and field goal menace 
as previously m entioned. As the 'regulations stand, in college circuits, 
"posts shall exceed 20 feet," but • no m aximum is set. Therefor this 
is one change tha t is arbitrarily up to the individual schools. 
If you think the forerunners ' presented here are flights of fancy 
wait till you r ead what Lawrence Perry, former baseball reporter, 
has to offer in the realm of rule smashups. H e wants to let te.ams 
hoard their outs. The m anager 'would be able to call an inning at 
one or two outs and carrying over the unused outs to succeeding 
innings. 
There are a few major defects to this, however. If the first club 
up scored several runs the manager could then hoar d all his outs 
until t he other team scored an equal number. This could make the 
ninth inning a 26-out affair, or even conceivably more. He would 
also have the advantage of then putting in a whole new team com-
posed of pinch hitters. 
Alternating one-out innings with six or eight-out innings would 
soon kill off a pitcher. Then if one had to go the distance just 
mentioned of 26 outs his major league career would indeed be a 
shor t one. 
And think of the poor scorek eper s with their limited bookkeeping 
space ! 
About the only way this ruling could be controlled would be to 
list the maximum number of outs a manager could take. And if you 
do t hat you are right back where you started from ... so why not 
leave it at a m aximum of three outs ? 
P rotests poured in after the new strike zone was set up, too. 
P r es. F ord F r ick of the N ational league instructed his umpires to 
disregard it. 
Both this and the balk rule have been in the rule book for a 
very long time, but common acceptance has caused the present dis-
crepancy. The so-called new zone is the area between the batter's 
armpits and knees, 31h inches less than the shoulders-to-knees mark 
now in vogue. 
Suggestions have com e in from all over the nation presenting 
better ways for better baseball. "Instead of fooling around with 
minor points like the long-accepted strike zone," the fans, managers 
and players a r e yelling, "Why doesn't the rules committ ee set stand-
ard sized ball parks, just as in t ennis, football and a lmost every other 
sport?" Now, a 315-foot hit a t Fenway Park in Boston goes into 
the r ecords wit h every bit as much au t hority as a 430-foot blast in 
Yankee Stadium. It seems that a happy m edium could be established, 
because certainly no ball traveling under 350 yards should be allowed 
as a r ound t ripper. 
_ The in ten t ional pass could stand a bolishment. What does it prove 
anyhow? At least penalize a pitcher by giving the batter two bases 
on an intentional pass. Babe Ruth was passed so often w e will never 
really know how good he was. He pr obably would have topped his 
high of 60 homers for a season. H e was passed 2056 times in his 
car eer. In his best year alone (1923) he was passed 170 t im es. A t 
that he pick ed up 205 hits, 41 homers, 130 r uns batted in, and a .393 
batting average. 
Horse t racks use an electric eye device to prove the winner of 
races. Why not take the guessing out of baseball with the same 
idea ? R ig up an e lectric eye t o t ell if ba lls are fair or foul. 
To keep judgm en ts uniform, hire compet ently t ested, non-partisa n 
score keepers and statis ticians with the s tatus of umpires. 
A parting shot at the r ules was taken by John Heydler in 1934, 
when he retired as Nationa l League p resident. He suggest ed adding 
a t enth m a n to each t eam as alternate batter for the pitcher. H e 
thought this w ould speed up the gam e by cutting down on the pro-
cession from the bullpen to t he mound because of substituted pinch 
hitters. It migh t a lso keep some of the fan's favorite hitters around 
longer because of their specialization. 
But if the idea gains a ny headway the r ules subscribers in 
other sports had better close up their rule m a nua ls quick. Otherwise 
we may see a sixth m an added to our basketba ll squads as utility man 
- just for shooting technical fouls , for jump ba lls, and for use as 
goalie (as in hockey). 
Or the footba ll t eam s m ay want an extra man· just to commute 
from the bench to the field a nd call signals. 
6 
Why was Gingko 
so lately found? 
George Beck 
Division of Science 
Discoverer of 
Ginkgo P etrified Forest 
Why the long delay in the dis-
covery and publicity concerning 
the Vantage forest in Central Wash-
ington? 
It is a natural question that has 
its equally natural answer. The 
delay in discovery is due to the 
·· geologically unconventional way in 
which the central Washington for-
ests have been buried and preserv-
ed. 
Starting with the fossil "walnut" 
log discovered at the mouth of the 
Kankakkee in Illinois, the logs en-
. countered by the fur traders near 
Lemmon, South Dakota, and on 
West to the original "Big Three" 
petrified forests-from the Missis-
sippi to the P acific-the petrified 
forests have been buried in sound 
geological fashion in stream de-
posits or volcanic ash. 
Something New at Vantage 
At Vantage, and in central Wash-
ington generally, nature has been 
trying out something new. 
That there was a delay of almost 
a hundred years in the announce-
ment of the Vantage petrified 
forests is due to lack of perspec-
tive . No one was looking for petri-
fied logs in what was once liquid, 
fiery hot, basalt. Early geologists 
could not have believed their eyes 
had they stumbled upon this unique 
method of burial. Many geologists 
of the present must see the phe-
nomenon to believe-and some still 
are reluctant to accept the evi-
dence. 
Not only is it hard to believe 
that logs can be preserved in in-
tensely hot, flowing, liquid stone 
like that pouring out of the Ha-
waiian volcanoes today- -not only 
does this outrank the phenomenon 
· of Moses and the figure standing 
untouched in the burning bush-
but the preserved logs were hard 
to find until we ha d worked out a 
technique for the location of them 
one by one. 
The exposures laid open by high-
way engineers have cross-sectioned 
some of the logs in the main Van-
tage forests and revealed clearly 
the method of their preservation. 
More Varieties at Ginkgo 
The :reason for their hidden 
character, and their defiance of 
the principles of combustion, came 
with the discovery of the pattern 
of their distribution. Logs were 
found only in "pillow phases" of 
the lava, that is, portions of the 
lava that had been ushered into 
water instead of upon dry ground. 
Why were the iogs hard to find ? 
Because they are softly opaline 
· when concealed back in the intense-
ly hard basalt. W e a t h e r i n g 
ravages the logs much faster than 
it breaks down the basalt, and the 
logs as a rule are eaten back a 
few inches out of sight. 
Discovered in the· '20's 
In the late 20's Ted Frichette 
sensed that the profusion of wood 
chips. around Vantage were being 
produced from a local source. It 
Hiway Grille 
Special 
Tenderloin Steaks 
Fountain 
Good Coffee 
2 Blocks West of Library 
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More name changing 
Pictured above are Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Wells (nee Joyce 
Larimore) following their marriage in the First Christian Church 
on July 19. The bride is the daughter of l\'lr. and Mrs. John D. 
Larimore of Ellensburg, and the groom is the son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Ellis Wells of Shelton, Wash. After a week long honeymoon at 
Cannon Beach and Seaside, Oregon, the young couple will make 
their first home in Shelton where he is employed. 
Mrs. Wells has been attending CWCE the past two years, 
and Mr. Wells graduated from Central in June of this year. 
Thoughts while studying 
1 a. m. 
What's the sense of doing all this junk? 
Work, work, work-all day and night long. 
We ought to have our heads examined. 
What are we, mice or men? 
All these profs do is push us around-
"Read the next chapter-
"Do exercise two-
"Hand in your theme-
'Make up that back work!" 
Just a bunch of slave drivers. 
Take this little chore for instance: 
Two days to review leventy-leven pages for a test-
Boy, do those No-Doze tablets go down fast! 
Heat up the coffee again, chum, I'm only half done. 
2 a. m. 
Sometime some of these teachers should try doing their own assign-
ments. 
Just because they beat their brains out for years to get a degree 
Why should we? . . . 
It's springtime, we're supposed to J:?e out enJoymg life-ha! 
The only thing we know about sprmg is that the nights are getting 
shorter-
There's less time to study. 
3 a. m. 
I say--"Let's rebel!" 
We'll show them who's boss-
! make a motion we all skip Monday-
Ye gods look at the time-and still a chapter to go. 
Oh wen', I didn't want to go to bed tonight anyhow. 
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Tailor-made proverbs 
shine as modern philose 
~---------------
Proverbs have always seemed. to I thought, just a passing comment 
me to be a mixture of the wise on the income tax situation. Re-
. .. and the otherwise. phrasing it to "A fool and his mon-
While they can't be ranked on ey : is a good guy to know" lends 
the shelf with the thoughts of Plato style and "savoir faire" . .. onl: 
and Aristotle, still these poor men's this seems to be the kind of a gu) 
philosophies had a lot of good in someone else always knows. 
them. 3) That income tax leaves most 
Their main trouble, as I see it, of us about as broke as the TL 
is that no one ever bothers to bring Commandments, or the Golden 
them up to date, to tailor them to Rule. That's one shot of thought-
fit the times. You might say everyone knows- "Do unto others 
everything is being modernized and as you would have them do unto 
streamlined but the proverbs, you. But harsh usage has warped 
which are still primarily in the al- it out of shape till the modern ver-
. manac age. They have lost their sion is "Do unto others before oth-
glory. Where they once were the ers do unto you". 
codes of ethics people plotted their 4) "A word to the wise is suf-
destinies by, now they are almost ficient". Any husband knows the 
forgotten. And why? Perh:.tps wisdon inherent in that, though he 
merely because no one has taken may phrase it a bit differently-
the necessary few minutes of m ed- like : "A word by the wife is suf-
itation to bring them up to date ficient". It adds that indefinable 
so they may be used in a "modern something. 
world" (whatever that m ay m ean). 5) But hubby needn't feel smug. 
Take the problem of inflation, as His bitter half has some proven 
an example of what I mean. Is wisdom of her own up for consider-
there any proverb which will cope ation. "If at first you don't suc-
with it? No. ceed try, try again" the almanac 
But with just a bit of moderniz- drums into its readers. But the 
ing we can adopt an old axiom. wily genus wife has her own phil-
The old "Two can live as cheap osophy about the matter. "If at 
as one" is a sad misconception now- first you don't succeed, cry, cry 
adays. So we change it to "Two again" . .. or, "If at first you don't 
can live as steep as one" and we succeed, try it without asking him." 
have a truer picture of the situa- 6) Wife and husband together 
': en as it exists. could well read and heed this one. 
Using the same line of reasoning "People who live in glass houses 
we might change the old-time shouldn't throw stones". . . or, 
"Where there's a will there 's a synonomously, "People who live in 
way" to something practical like glass houses shouldn't ... because 
"Where there's a bill there's a gossip is as gossip does, they do 
way". say. 
This mushrooming divorce rate 7) The office wolf gave me a 
has become one of the nation's hot bit of his own philosophy the 
foremost problems of the day. We other day. "Tis better to have loved 
should tailor a proverb to fit it and lost than never to have loved 
too. Something like "Marry in at all" was the flapper age edict 
haste, repent at leisure" might be of the almanac. But now, "Tis 
applicable. Only it would have to better to have loved and lost count" 
be streamlined into more workable ... or, "Tis better to have loved 
form like "Marry in haste, repeat and lost", period. 
at Reno". With the way changes 9) "Half a loaf is better tha. 
are advocated in Hollywood that no loaf at all" granddad used tu 
isn't so much a proverb now as tell me. But now I'm grown up 
a complete mode of living. And and I can think for myself. And 
it brings to our attention another I say "Half a loaf is better than 
adaptation . "Variety is the spice no time off at all." 
of life" may still be in vogue, but 10) It's possible to' go down the 
it still can be improved by a small whole curricula of proverbs and, 
change- to "Variety is the advice with a few twists of the words . 
of life", of so H 'wood columnists create more deftnitions for this 
seem to think. workaday world, with one notable 
If this trend of modernizing age- exception. That is "Practice what 
old axioms comes into vogue it you preach". No matter how you 
could get so every person would look at it, it remains "Practice 
choose one he could live by. It what you preach". Because how 
isn't as far fetched as it sounds many people do you know who 
either. I remember one man not would willingly preach what they 
long ago who gave it a try. Re- practice? 
member Aly Khan, who chose that 
old proverb ''Hitch your wagon to 
a (movie) star"? "If the shoe fits, 
wear it" the saying goes. But r e-
cently its modern counterpart 
might be "If the shoe fits, it's a 
man's" . 
"An empty barrel makes the 
most noise" used to be one of the 
favorite sayings in the almanacs, 
but from an abstainer's point of 
Could this be you? 
maybe in I 0 years? 
Five rules for summer vacation-
ers on guarding their hearts 
(literally, that is) were announc-
ed today by the Washington State 
Heart association. 
view it needs renovating to "An 
seems strange now to account for There is a war on empty barrel makes the most 
To protect the heart during va-
cation, the Association made these 
suggestions: 
1. "I'll watch my waistline after 
vacation" is a remark that can 
lead to later trouble. Although it 
isn't known exactly why, over-
weight is often associated with 
heart disease and high blood pres-
sure. Most doctors think reduc-
ing excess weight is good pre-
ventive medicine. 
the time and difficulty involved in -cold Or not! noisy", which is also true. And 
accepting as a fact that whole logs it is only common sense that 
were buried back in the yet un- (Notes from the Armed Forces "Drunken days have their tomor-
weathered bluffs of basalt. Publ;c Information Office.) rows", but a modern philosopher 
I Five Navy ships have been sunk would strive for more color and By 1933 explorat~ry. work had in Korean waters and 73 damaged feeling in the phrase, so he might 
gone far enough to Justify the pro- by coastal gunfire and enemy come up with something like 
motion of a new state park, and I mines . . . "Drunken days have their moanin' 
the State Legislature of tha~ year Navy warships have fired more afters". 
accepted the recommendation of than 75,000 tons of ammunition Now take some of these others 
the Park Board. 1 against enemy coastal positions in that have been lying around gath-
Deluxe 
Barber Shop 
404 N. Pearl 
Prince Matchabelli 
Summer Shower Cologne 
Dusting Pad 
Bubbling Bath Salts 
All Three for $1.00 
Ostrander Drug 
Fourth and Pearl 
Korea .. · ering cobwebs and let's see what 
More than 3 million tons of food- can be done with them: 1) "Birds 
stuffs have been unloaded a t Pu- of a feather flock together" it is 
san, since the fighting started in said. But ask any prof and he 
Korea .. · · will tell you "Birds of a feather 
More than "51,000 tons of mail flunk together". 2) Around the 
were h~nd~ed by the ~rmy's base first of the year this thought strikes 
post office m Japan durmg the past us all: "A fool and his money is 
two years. · · · soon parted". It's not a personal 
Army dentists serving the Far 1- _____ _ 
East have treated more than 738,-
000 denta1 patients ._. _· _ Eslerhrook 
Every guy thinks he's different, 
.and that's why they are all alike. 
EUROPE BY BICYCLE 
Low Coat ~tudont Tours, Bui or Bike. 
Mexico, S. America, Orient, far W11t. 
Piao aow fv summer '53. Soo more 
with S I T A STUDENTS' INTERNATIONAL TIAVEL ASSOCIATION ' ____________________ _, 
Richard Wilkie 
5744-34th N. E. Seattle 5 
Founlain Pens 
$2.30 and $3.75 
Patterson's Stationery 
422 N. Pine Tel. 2-7286 
2. Act your age. Let some 
younger fellow play 36 holes of 
golf or climb the mountain. 
Physical activity rarely, if ever 
can strain a healthy heart, buc 
over-exertion can aggravate dam-
age that already exists . 
3. Your child's sore throat is jt'st 
as dangerous in summer as dur-
ing winter. Rheumatic fever is 
usually preceded by an infection 
of the nose or throat. See that 
Johnny's sore throat gets prompt 
treatment. 
4. Never diagnose your own ills, 
real or imagined. See your doc-
tor to find out the facts abot 
your heart. 
5. Rest, relax, play moderately 
1nd safely . 
All credit cards accepted; 
College rates given! 
Musser Phillips 66 
at 913 E. 10th Ave. 
E. Musser 
